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Modified Strang splitting for semilinear parabolic problems
Kosuke Nakano∗, Tomoya Kemmochi†, Yuto Miyatake‡, Tomohiro Sogabe§, Shao-Liang Zhang¶
Abstract
We consider applying the Strang splitting to semilinear parabolic problems. The key ingredients of the
Strang splitting are the decomposition of the equation into several parts and the computation of approximate
solutions by combining the time evolution of each split equation. However, when the Dirichlet boundary
condition is imposed, order reduction could occur due to the incompatibility of the split equations with the
boundary condition. In this paper, to overcome the order reduction, a modified Strang splitting procedure is
presented for the one-dimensional semilinear parabolic equation with first-order spatial derivatives, like the
Burgers equation.
1 Introduction
Splitting methods are numerical methods for solving evolution equations. The idea, which much differs from
other numerical methods such as Runge–Kutta methods, is to decompose the equation into several parts and
construct an approximate solution by combining the time integration of each split equation. There are several
splitting methods such as the Lie splitting and Strang splitting. They differ in the way of combining the solution
of each split equation. In most cases, the Lie splitting is first-order accurate in time, and the Strang is second-
order [1].
In this paper, we are concerned with the numerical integration of the one-dimensional semilinear parabolic
equation
ut = uxx + f (u,ux), x ∈ (0,L), t > 0, (1)
u(t,0) = b1(t), u(t,L) = b2(t), (2)
u(0, ·) = u0,
where b1,b2 : [0,T ]→R express the Dirichlet boundary condition. In this paper, we consider the one-dimensional
problem taking in mind that a new approach which will be presented can be generalized to multi-dimensional
problems. Further, the new approach remains applicable even if the function f depends on t. We note that
discretizing the equation in space leads to a stiff ordinary differential equation system due to the second order
derivative, which makes it challenging to apply an explicit Runge–Kutta method for the time discretization. On
the other hand, most implicit methods require solving nonlinear equations if f is nonlinear. In contrast, it is
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expected that splitting methods construct an approximate solution more efficiently. The most straightforward
decomposition of the semilinear parabolic equation (1) seems the following two equations
vt = vxx and wt = f (w,wx). (3)
Suppose that these equations are well-posed at least locally. Let ψ1,∆t and ψ2,∆t denote the time evolution maps
for the first and second equations, respectively, i.e. ψ1,∆t : v(t) 7→ v(t +∆t) and ψ2,∆t : w(t) 7→ w(t +∆t). The
Strang splitting method [2] is formulated as
un+1 = ψ1, ∆t
2
◦ψ2,∆t ◦ψ1, ∆t
2
(un)
or
un+1 = ψ2, ∆t
2
◦ψ1,∆t ◦ψ2, ∆t
2
(un),
where un denotes the numerical solution at t = n∆t. In practice, after appropriate spatial discretization, the
v-equation is integrated exactly by using the matrix exponential, and the w-equation, which is non-stiff in
general, by a second-order explicit method such as the Heun method. As the v-equation, which is stiff, is
integrated exactly, a relatively large time step size can be used. Furthermore, since the w-equation is integrated
by an explicit method, there is no need to solve nonlinear equations.
However, the order of convergence is sometimes deteriorated. That is, the second-order convergence is
not achieved, and this phenomenon is called the order reduction. Let us consider the case the function f
only depends on u. The v-equation in (1) is nothing but the heat equation, and thus there is no difficulty in
defining its time evolution map. However, the w-equation (wt = f (w)) is incompatible with the boundary
condition except for the case b˙1 = f (b1) and b˙2 = f (b2), where the dot stands for the time differentiation. This
incompatibility could cause the order reduction. We note that the order reduction also occurs for other type of
equations such as the advection-reaction equation [3] (see also [4]). Einkemmer and Ostermann [5] proposed
a new splitting method, which they called the modified Strang splitting, that overcomes the order reduction in
multi-dimensional settings (see also [6]). The key idea is to devise the decomposition after a certain change of
variables. Convergence analysis was also given in [5].
In this paper, we consider the case in which the function f also depends on spatial derivatives of u and
the order reduction occurs. We aim to study if the idea proposed by Einkemmer and Ostermann [5] can be
extended to the general cases to overcome the order reduction. In this paper, focusing on the one-dimensional
case, in particular Burgers’ type, i.e. f (u,ux) = uux, we shall present a modified Strang splitting procedure,
and observe that it exhibits the second-order convergence by several numerical experiments. Discussions for
more general cases and theoretical analyses are left to our future work and will be reported elsewhere. The
key idea is to rewrite the equation as an equation with the homogeneous boundary condition (if the original
condition is non-homogeneous) and to devise the decomposition so that the split equations are compatible with
the boundary condition.
We use the following notation. We discretize the space interval [0,L] by an equidistant grid with the space
mesh size ∆x = L/(K +1). The approximation to u(t,k∆x) is denoted by Uk(t). We often write the numerical
solutions as a vector U (t) = [U1(t), . . . ,UK(t)]
⊤. The first and second order central difference operators are
denoted by δ
〈1〉
x and δ
〈2〉
x , respectively. The index for the temporal discretization is denoted by n. For example,
un, U n,Un,k are approximations to u(n∆t, ·), [u(n∆t,∆x), . . . ,u(n∆t,K∆x)]
⊤, u(n∆t,k∆x), respectively.
2 Modified Strang splitting
2.1 Incompatibility of the simple splitting
As explained in Section 1, the w-equation in (3) may be incompatible with the boundary condition. Below, we
explain the incompatibility in more detail.
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Let us focus on the case f (u,ux)= uux. The standard decomposition (3) leads to the following two equations
vt = vxx and wt = wwx,
where the boundary condition (2) is imposed to both equations. We note that the w-equation is the advection
equation, and it can be uniquely solved by imposing only the left boundary condition u(t,0) = b1(t). Therefore,
if we impose conditions on both sides of the boundary, the solution to the w-equation could be overdetermined
unless the boundary condition is homogeneous (b1 = b2 = 0). In general, this problem occurs even if the
boundary condition is homogeneous, e.g. f (u,ux) = (u+1)ux.
We note that the situation could change after discretizing the space variable. Applying the central difference
to the w-equation gives the semi-discrete scheme W˙ = F(W ), where
Fk(W ) =Wk
Wk+1−Wk−1
2∆x
withW0(t) = b1(t) and WK+1(t) = b2(t). Because the size of the system and the number of dependent variables
coincide, we can proceed the Strang splitting procedure. This idea will be tested and compared with a modified
Strang splitting which will be given in the next subsection.
2.2 Modified Strang splitting
We now present a modified Strang splitting procedure.
First, we rewrite the equation (1) to avoid the non-homogeneous boundary condition. For this aim, we
introduce a new variable z, which is defined by
z(t,x) =
b2(t)−b1(t)
L
x+b1(t).
This is the solution to the Laplace equation zxx(t, ·) = 0 with the boundary condition z(t,0) = b1(t) and z(t,L) =
b2(t). Let
u˜ := u− z.
Using the variable u˜, we can rewrite the semilinear parabolic equation (1) as the following equation with the
homogeneous boundary condition
u˜t = u˜xx + f (u˜+ z, u˜x + zx)− zt , (4)
u˜(t,0) = u˜(t,L) = 0,
u˜(0, ·) = u0− z(0).
Next, we decompose the equation (4) into two equations. The simplest decomposition
v˜t = v˜xx− zt , w˜t = f (w˜+ z, w˜x + zx)
does not overcome the incompatibility discussed in Section 2.1. To avoid the incompatibility, we consider the
following decomposition
v˜t = v˜xx + f (z, v˜x + zx)− zt , (5)
w˜t = f (w˜+ z, w˜x + zx)− f (z, w˜x + zx). (6)
The compatibility for the w-equation is now achieved, which is intuitively understood in such a way that the
both sides of (6) are zero at the boundaries. Detailed discussions are given in the next subsection. Using the
new decomposition, we propose a modified Strang splitting scheme as follows.
3
Scheme 1 (Modified Strang splitting). Let ψ˜1,∆t and ψ˜2,∆t denote the time evolution maps for (5) and (6),
respectively. The new Strang splitting method is formulated as
u˜n+1 = ψ˜1, ∆t
2
◦ ψ˜2,∆t ◦ ψ˜1, ∆t
2
(u˜n) (7)
or
u˜n+1 = ψ˜2, ∆t
2
◦ ψ˜1,∆t ◦ ψ˜2, ∆t
2
(u˜n).
In the numerical experiments shown in Section 4, we will employ (7).
2.3 Compatibility of the w-equation
We explain that the w-equation (6) is compatible with the boundary condition as long as the initial condition
satisfies
u˜(0,0) = u˜(0,L) = 0.
For clarity, we focus on the case f (u,ux) = uux. In this case the w-equation is written as
w˜t = w˜(w˜x + zx).
To show the compatibility of this equation to the boundary condition, we consider the following problem
defined on the whole real line:
ut = uux +a(t,x)u, x ∈ R, t > 0, (8)
u(t,x) = u0(x), x ∈R.
Proposition 1. Assume that there exists T > 0 such that the solution to (8) is sufficiently smooth for x ∈R and
t ∈ [0,T ]. Then, it follows that u(t,x0) = 0 for t ∈ [0,T ] if u0(x0) = 0.
Due to the proposition, considering u = w˜, a(t,x) = zx(t,x) and x0 = 0,L indicates the intended compatibil-
ity.
Proof. The proof is based on the method of characteristics.
The characteristic curve (T (s),X(s)) of the equation (8) is given by
dX(s)
ds
=−u(T (s),X(s)),
dT (s)
ds
= 1.
Let us impose the initial conditions X(0) = x0 and T (0) = 0. It is readily obtained that T (s) = s. For the
function h(s) := u(s,X(s)), it follows that h(0) = u(0,X(0)) = u0(x0) and
dh
ds
=−ux(T (s),X(s))u(T (s),X(s))+ut(T (s),X(s))
= a(T (s),X(s))u(T (s),X(s)) = aˆ(s)h(s),
where aˆ(s) = a(T (s),X(s)). Therefore,
h(s) = u0(x0)exp
(∫ s
0
aˆ(r)dr
)
,
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which means that
dX
ds
=−h(s) =−u0(x0)exp
(∫ s
0
aˆ(r)dr
)
.
We thus obtain
X(s) = x0−u0(x0)
∫ s
0
exp
(∫ r
0
aˆ(q)dq
)
dr.
Hence, if u0(x0) = 0, the characteristic curve satisfies X(s) = x0, which indicates that 0= h(s) = u(s,X(s)) =
u(s,x0), as long as the solution is sufficiently smooth.
3 Implementation
We discretize the split equations (5) and (6) by the finite difference method. We note that the following pro-
cedure still makes sense for other discretization such as the finite element method. We employ the first and
second order central differences for ux and uxx. When f (u,ux) = uux, the split equations are discretized as
˙˜Vk = δ
〈2〉
x V˜k +Zkδ
〈1〉
x (V˜k +Zk)− Z˙k, (9)
˙˜Wk = W˜kδ
〈1〉
x (W˜k +Zk), (10)
where Zk(t) = z(t,k∆x).
The first equation (9) is written in a compact form as
˙˜V = A(t)V˜ +b(t),
where A(t) expresses the linear part, i.e. A(t)V˜ corresponds to (δ
〈2〉
x +Zkδ
〈1〉
x )V˜k and b(t) the remaining part.
For solving this equation, a second-order exponential integrator can be employed [7]. We note that if the
boundary condition is time-independent, A(t) and b(t) are constant and the solution
V˜ (t) = exp(tA)V˜ (0)+A−1(exp(tA)− I)b
can be computed exactly by using matrix exponential. The second equation (10) is non-stiff in general, and
thus a second-order explicit method such as the Heun method can be employed.
We note that the proposed approach requires computing the multiplication of a matrix exponential and
vector, i.e. φ(tA)x = exp(tA)x. For readers’ convenience, we summarize an efficient way of computing it
(see [7, 8] for more details). Note that the direct computation of all elements of φ(tA) is usually prohibitive
because it requires all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix A, which may vary as time passes. All we
want to do is to calculate exp(tA)x rather than exp(tA) itself. An efficient way of doing this is to employ a
Krylov subspace method. For example, the Arnoldi procedure generates a matrix Vm ∈ R
n×m whose column
vectors are orthonormal and a Hessenberg matrix Hm ∈ R
m×m that satisfy
V⊤m (A)Vm = Hm.
Using these matrices, the matrix-vector product can be approximated by
φ(tA)x ≈Vmφ(tHm)x.
In practice, the right-hand side often converges to the left with small m.
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Figure 1: Errors between the numerical solutions and reference solution at t = 0.1 for Case 1 problem. The
thin dashed lines indicate the convergence rates of 1, 1.5 and 2.
4 Numerical experiments
Let us consider the one-dimensional Burgers equation
ut = uxx +uux, (11)
i.e. f (u,ux) = uux. We check the convergence order numerically for the following two cases. The reference so-
lution for each case is generated by discretizing the equation in space and integrating the semi-discrete scheme
by the explicit fourth-order Runge–Kutta method with the time step size ∆t = 10−8.
All the computations were performed in a computation environment: 1.6 GHz Intel Core i5, 16GB memory,
OS X 10.14. We use Julia version 1.2.0.
4.1 Case 1
First, we consider the case the both sides of the boundary take the same value. That is, we consider the Burgers
equation (11) under the boundary condition
u(t,0) = u(t,1) = 1,
together with the initial condition
u(0,x) = 2sin(pix)+1, x ∈ (0,1).
We compare the numerical behaviour of the modified Strang splitting scheme (Scheme 1) with that of the
Strang splitting based on (3). Figure 1 shows errors in the discrete L∞ norm, from which the desired second-
order convergence is observed for Scheme 1. We note that the error of the Strang splitting based on (3) is much
bigger than that of the proposed method, and in particular the convergence rate seems deteriorated.
4.2 Case 2
We consider the following equation
ut = uxx +uux, x ∈ (0,1), t > 0,
u(t,0) = b1, u(t,1) = b2,
u(0,x) = (b2−b1)x+b1, x ∈ (0,1).
The results for the case b1 = 1 and b2 = 3 are shown in Figure 2, from which similar behaviour to Case 1 is
observed.
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Figure 2: Errors between the numerical solutions and reference solution at t = 0.1 for Case 2 problem (b1 = 1,
b2 = 3).
5 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a modified Strang splitting procedure for the semilinear parabolic equations.
Numerical experiments suggested the desired second-order convergence.
Theoretical analyses with extensions to more general problems such as stochastic differential equations [9]
are left to our future work. Further, from the computational viewpoint, a possible drawback of the proposed
method is that when f (u,ux) nonlinearly depends on ux, the first equation after the decomposition (5) becomes
nonlinear, and thus its computation is less efficient than linear cases. It would be interesting to consider if such
inefficiency can be avoided.
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